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i September 18, 1959

FROM: Robert E. Kerper, Jr.

TO: My friends who would like to help fight communism but who need a
nDo It Yourself Program* "

Recently I added to my library a very excellent book entitled, flA
GUIDE TO ANTI-COMMUNIST ACTION" by Anthony T. Bouscaren, Associate
Professor of Political Science at Marquette University, presently
on a leave of absence in order to serve on the staff of the National
War College in Washington, D» C. I thought you might be interested
in a few high lights from his book, which I highly recommend as
worthwhile reading.

"Communism, says Anthony Bouscaren, is everybody ! s bus-
iness. Plotted behind the walls" of the Kremlin, .directed

* by a handful of trained organizers, and innocently furthered
by well-meaning "liberals," the Soviet plan for world dom-
ination threatens the very existence of the average citizen
and his children* If the American way is to survive, the
American people must mobilize to defend it against an army
of ideas already battering at their doors."

"A GUIDE TO ANTI-COMMUNIST ACTION is a practical handbook
for individuals and organizations to use in the struggle
between freedom and enslavement. It outlines in plain
terms the development of Communism and its basic doctrines,
describes the techniques* by which it comes to power, and
fearlessly names persons, groups, and publications that
are its tools. It describes the identifying marks of the
Communist and the fellow-traveler—their manner of speak-
ing, their activities, their associations. Most important
to the reader, Mr. Bouscaren lists trustworthy books and
magazines on Communism, gives names and addresses of out-
standing anti-Communist organizations, and outlines specific
measures that anyone can take to defend democracy."

"A non-technical, informative- study, this book is primarily
for the man in the street, whose thinking and action will,
in the long run, win or lose the war against the 'masters
of deceit *. tt



WHAT YOU CAN DO TO HELP FIGHT COMMUNISM

A. KNOW YOUR ENEMY

1* Subscribe to a good newsletter or magazine specializing on
Communist exposure, which gives facts and suggestions on Com-
munism*

2* Read one or more books on Communism each month*

3* See that books and periodicals exposing Communism are in
school and public libraries *

U* Bring good lecturers to your community*

£* Ask opinionrinfluencing media, such as newspapers, magazines,
arid radio, to carry useful material on Communism* Praise
them when they do so<>

6* Be sure that your local bookstores feature good books expos-
ing Communism o

B. STOP, LOOK, AND LISTEN

lo Be on the alert for Communist sympathisers in your community,
, especially those who can mold youth or public opinion* * * *

2* Be as cautious in sponsoring movements as you would be in
signing a business contract* Look before you sign or join*

3* Find out from reputable sources, such as Counterattack *. Alert s

or the American Legion about Communist sympathizers in the
entertainment field* When sure of the facts protest to spon-
sors about such employment*

U* -Identify public officials and policies displaying softness to-
wards Communism* Demand a more patriotic attitude*

£* Ask questions before you send your children to a college or
university* Avoid schools which tolerate pro-Communist pro-
fessors* Bring, this subject up at alumni meetings* Find
out what is being taught in schools you support*

6* Urge bookstores not to feature books which aid Communism,,
even though their authors may not be Par£y members*
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WHAT YOU CAN DO TO HELP FIGHT COMMUNISM (cont'd,)

C, BE ACTIVE

1. Support organizations which are fighting Communist infiltra-
tion. Suggest that schools give students practice in parlia-
mentary law and practice, so that these students can run
their organizations and papers without Communist infiltration,

2, Assist, as your position allows, efforts to free labor unions
from Communist control or to prevent such infiltration.

3* Get the habit of writing to newspapers, magazines, and public
officials to protest aid to Communism* Praise sound anti-
Communist moves, write at once: delayed letters are rarely
written,

U, Demand enforcement of existing laws designed to control
Communism,

5>o Give and get financial support for competent private groups
fighting Communism,

6, Coordinate oh a local level the anti-Communist activities of
private groups. Urge joint action on higher levels * Favor
small but active committees.

7, Report evidence of espionage and sabotage to the F.B*I.*

8, Urge that schools and universities teach facts about Com-
munism,

9, Take "a strong and informed interest in American foreign
policy.

I0o Publicize activities of Communist fronts in your community*
Be sure of your facts. Get advice on libel.

11.
t
Have the courage to act in face of possible smears and slan-
der from Communist sympathizers. Support patriotic ex-Commu-
nists who co-operate with the F.B,I.

12, Be alert regarding Communist efforts to promote racial or
religious bigotry or to infiltrate minority groups, . « o

13 * Check "peace" groups. Do they take the stand that Russia is
always right and we are always wrong? , . . Communists are
also promoting appeasement in the guise of peace.

llu Never use the term "Communist" loosely or inaccurately*
Misuse of the term only gains friends for Communism.

15* Consider anti-Communist action as your personal responsi-
bility. What is everybody 1 s" business is often never done.
But organized efforts can be more effective and efficient

From "A GUIDE TO ANTI-COMMUNIST ACTION" by Anthony T. Bouscaren



EIGHT GUIDES TO DETERMINES MEMBERSHIP

IN THE COMMUNIST PARTT

Butler-Humphrey Act Section $

Communist Control Act

1« Has the accused been listed as a member in any . * * document
of the organization?

2 # Has the accused made financial contribution to the organiza-
tion?

3, Has the accused made himself subject to the discipline of the

organization?

k* Has the accused executed the orders, plans, or directives of
the organization?

5# Has the accused been accepted to his knowledge as a member
of the organization?

6 Has the accused communicated • • directives or plans of the
organization?

A

?• Has the accused indicated by word, action, conduct, writing
• the objectives or purposes of the organization?

8# Has the accused participated in the activities, planning, ac-
tions • • * of the organization?

Erom "A GUIDE .TO ANTI-COMMUNIST ACTION'1 by Anthony T. Bousoaren

Chapter lb*



HOW TO SPOT A COMMUNIST FRONT

! Since Communist fronts must start with a working nucleus of party-
members or reliable sympathizers and since the party depends for
its continual control of these organizations upon this nucleus,
the presence of certain names frequently found as sponsors and
officials is often a good clue*

2. Does the organization receive publicity -and promotion in Communist
publications?

3# Does the organization hold meeting in halls ^sed by Communist
organizations, or does it have its offices in premises ordinarily
used by Communist organizations?

U« Is literature of the Gommunist party or other front organizations
to be found at headquarters and at meetings?

;> Are speakers and entertainers employed who are frequently associated
, with other Communist fronts or with the Communist party or its press?

6; Are facilities used in common with the Communist party, or its front
organizations (printers—see printers 1 union label—mimeograph ser-
vices, addressing, stationers, picnic' grounds, accountants, real-
estate agents, doctors, lawyers, artists, promotion agents, public-
relations counselors, radio commentators, etc*)?

7o Great care should be taken in determining the character of those
who actually run the, organization, ignoring such figureheads as
the honorary chairman. What is the loyalty record of the executive
secretary, president, and functioning members of the executive
committee, members of the staff, the organization secretary,
educational director, editor, etc*?

8* Does the organization, and especially its official organ, follow
the Communist party line on issues and campaigns publicized in
the Daily Worker? * Does it invariably support and defend the
Soviet Union? Does it adhere

1(
to its avowed purpose or inject

issues of the- above character?

9* Does the organization co-operate with" other fronts and with the
Communist party in election campaigns, May Day parades, peace
campaigns, petitions, tag days, and other projects promoted in
the Daily Worker?



HOW TO SPOT A COMMUNIST FRONT (cont'd.)

10. Does the organization co-operate with Communist-controlled unions?

11* Does the organization furnish direct or indirect revenue to the'
Communist partyy its publications, its fronts or establishments, *

through orders for printing, stationery, advertisements, donations,
and services of various kinds?

12 Is the organization repudiated as Communist-cohtroiled by such
outstanding organizations as the American, Federation, of Labor,
the American legion, or its own former constituents? What is
its history? How long has it existed?

13* Does it furnish financial statements issued by unknown and un-
reliable public accountants?

lU* Is the organization actually controlled by its membership or by
an outside Communist clique or group?

l£* Does it interchange mailing lists with the Communist party, its
front organizations, or its publications?

From "A GUIDE'TO* ANTr-COMMUNIST ACTION" by Ahthcny T; Bouscafen

Chapter llu
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Robert 7i. Kerper, Jr\

October £, 1$$9

Well^the old "Master of Deceit",* Mr- Khrushchev, is back in Russia'
after" his recent visit to the U,S,A* I imagine as much "Monday
morning quarter-backing" ha& been done on the subject of his visit
%p on- any subject in .recent 'years* There are those in high places
{hot necessarily the' mountain of Pittsburgh) that feel his visit

e

was .a good thing and there are 'those who feel that a certain amount
of'harai was done by this visit

»

lfrA Khrushchev may have fooled some of our people with his "charm**
and* excellent- techniques of propaganda • He is a past master of the
art of planting the Communist* philosophy at the right place and at
just the right time. To, help liim do this, he had some top soviet
propagandists -accompany him on his trip*

Although he may have been successful in lulling some of our more
* naive citizens' further into a sense of false security, I believe
for the most jpart, he has caused,us to be even more on our guard*

It is your responsibility^ as one of our country *s influential opin-
ion leaders, to be sure your public 1 s know 'exactly what is. going on
and why we must maintain a ceaseless guard. You must remind your
publics of Khrushchev ? s often-declared expectation that his system
^will qoon dominate the world and of his history of broken promises
and liquidations which* make him a completely unreliable person^

I urge you to look into, and become familiar with, Communist obw
Section* philosophy and techniques so that, as an informed American
you can keep on your guard against the insidious Communist conspir-
acy*

R* E* K«
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By now I hope that you have purchased the book "A GUIDE TO ANTI-
COMMUNIST ACTION" by Anthony T. Bouscaren, as suggested in my
memo to you of September 18th. If you have not been able to get
this book locally, you can obtain it by writing to the Book Marker
Inc., Box 101, 'Murray Hill Station, New York 16, New York. The
price is Sii.OO*

* * #-

I thought you might be interested in learning of some other ex-
cellent "periodicals in the field of Anti-Communism* Many of these
are listed in Professor Bouscaren f s book.

"THE FIRING' LINE" - The American Legion's ex-
cellent publication is prepared and distributed
by:

The National Americanism Commission
of

The American Legion
P. 0. Box 10#
Indianapolis, Indiana

This is a bi-monthly publication and the subscrip-
tion rate is $3 #00 per year

"COUNTERATTACK" ~ This is another periodical that
you would find most informative. It is published
by: -

^

*

American Business Consultants, Inc.
J. G. Keenan, President
1*2 Broadway
New York h, New York

This publication was established about 12 years ago
_by^former FBI and government intelligence agents,
It comes out eveTy"~other-week

t If you would like to
know more about the new line the Communist party USA
is using to capture the Negroes of America; or if you
would like to be informed of the key features by
Hollywood Communists toward establishing themselves
in key positions in the entertainment field, "Counter-
attack" will give you this information. I suggest you
investigate a subscription to this publication in your
effort to join the fight against Communism.
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"NATIONAL REVIEW" - This is also an excellent pub-
lication, It is published by:

Mr. William A. Rusher
211 E. 37th Street
New York 16, New York

Mr. William A^ Rusher is a former member of the Senate
Internal Security Subcommittee and a former Attorney,
This publication is edited by Mr. William F t Buckley, Jr

f

# -x- #

Other publications listed by Mr. Bouscaren in his book are:

"THE FREEMAN" - The Foundation for Economic
Education, Inc.

Ifvington-on-Hudson
fc New York

"HUMAN EVENTS" - 2*08 1st Street, S.E.
Washington 3, D. C«

"GUARDPQST" - Veterans of Foreign Wars
Wire Building'
Washington, D. C.

"FREE WORLD REVIEW" - P. 0, Box 12£U
New Tork 8, N, Y.

"NATIONAL REPUBLIC" - $11 11th Street, N.W.
Washington, D^ C 9

* * * * *

Government publications that you should look into are:

"100 THINGS YOU SHOULD KNCW ABOUT COMMUNISM" -
Published on March Hi, 1951*

"THE COMMUNIST PARTY U.S.A." - A handbook for
Americans; December 21, 195&«
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"SCOPE OF SOVIET ACTIVITY IN THE U.S." - 1956-1958

«

"ORGANIZED, COMMUNISM IN TOE. U«S.» - Revised May, 1^8*

"GUIDE TO SUBVERSIVE ORGANIZATIONS AND PUBLICATIONS" -

April 12, 1957*

I believe most of the above publications are available through the
Government Printing Office, Washington, D<, C«

# # # # #

If you haven !t read the books:

"MASTERS OF DECEIT" - by J* Edgar Hoover

"WHAT EVERY CITIZEN SHOULD KNOW ABOUT '" COMMUNISM"
by Harry Overstreet

I urge you to add them to your library*

Robert E # Kerper, Jr«

REKtlad
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- PREFACE -

In compiling the data for this look at International Communism
we have gathered information from a variety of sources. All
of the material is from recognized authorities in the field and
includes data from J. Edgar Hoover's book, "Masters of

Deceit" , Anthony T. Bouscaren's book, "A Guide to Anti-
Communist Action", Dr. Raymond Miller ! s book, "Can Capi-
talism Compete", and Richard Cardinal Cushing's booklet,

"Questions and Answers on Communism". In addition, we
have used material from the Government publications of the

House Committee on Un-American Activities.

I have had occasion to attend the National Strategy Seminars
in Town Hall, New York City and data is included from notesi

including portions of addresses by Rep. Craig Hosmer (R-Calif.);
A. E. Johansen (R. -Mich.); Col. William R. Kintner, Foreign
Policy Research, University of Pennsylvania; and Frank R;
Barnett, Director of Research of the Richardson Foundation.

It is our hope that eventually this digest will serve to acquaint
leaders of business, industry, community and civic groups,
with the menace of Communism and provide some concrete
answers to what they must do to combat it.

L. A. Whitney Associates of New York, nationally known
programmers of visual aid materials, are working on the

reduction of this material into effective-visual aid presentations
that can be used in the form of film strip and flannel board
presentations for use in industry,, the military and in other
various segments of our American* communities to help create
an understanding of Communism and its threat to our way of

life.

It is suggested that this program be used in- conjunction with
a positive program that effectively explains our American Free
Enterprise System (capitalism) such as the HOBSO (How Our
Business System Operates) of the National Association of

Manufacturers

R« E. i\,



"The cancerous growth of. Communism is not Receding, but

is advancing, both internationally and domestically at an

alarming rate* The ignorance of Communism is our greatest

weakness in today's total struggle. In order to stem the tide

of worldwide Communism, Americans must.first understand

the basic elements of this revolutionary conspiracy in the

same manner that the criminologist studies crime - not for

the purpose of emulating the criminals, but in order to cope

with crime; 11

Chairman, ^Francis E* Walter

House Committee on Un-American Activities

January 25, 1960

O
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~ « OPERATION ALERT « -

I. INTRODUCTION

(1) Our problem as a nation is to achieve an understanding of the
dangers we face from international Communism so we may develop
intelligent and effective means to combat those dangers*

It requires the relinquishment of many out-dated concepts
which are inapplicable to the world situation today It de-
mands original, hard thinking to replace them with concepts
that are realistic in relation to facts as they are, rather
than as we may wishfully think them to be*

For instance, we must accept the concept of a bi-polar world
in which the USSR and the USA represent the poles* No longer
is the world the "family of nations 11 as conceived by late
19th and early 20th century thinking.

we must regard international Communism which opposes us as (1) the
force described by Marx, Engels, and Lenin, and, as (2) the force
of Russian nationalism* The two are, in fact, in combination*

This discussion seeks to define and analyze only some of the
background involved, only some of the strategy and tactics
applicable, and only a few of the cold war techniques utilized
to advance Communist objectives* Necessarily only a few, be-
cause altogether they are as vast as the problem itself*

Light was shed on a facet of our problem by President Eisenhower
in his recent State of the Union Message by saying:

"We live* • *in a sea of semantic disorder in
which old labels no longer faithfully describe.
Police states are called f people ! s democracies 1

.

Armed conquest of free people is called libera-
tion* * Such slippery slogans make more * difficult
the problem of communicating true faith, facts
and beliefs*"

To the Presidents list we can surely add the word "democracy"
which means "Communism" to the Communists and the opposite to.
us* Indeed, today, such ftindamental words as "peace", "friend-
ship", "war" and many others are no longer meaningful without
ratter extensive qualification*

"Peace" has come to mean, rather than a state of tranquility
amongst nations, a misty goal as legendary as the Seven Cities
of Cibola* In terms of relationships between nations, "friend-
ship" hardly can be recognized as meaning what the dictionary
describes as a "mutual regard cherished by kindred .minds."
"War must be qualified by the adjectives "hot" and "cold" and
the line between tension, strife, and war is illusory. .

(1)



INTRODUCTION (continued)

In his editorial appearing in the April, 1<#9 issue, of/ the TBI
Law Enforcement Bulletin * Director J* EDGAR HOOVER declared:

"To an alarming and shameful, degree, the 'present
apathy of many Americans to the Communist threat
gives mute testimony to the success of this de- v .>

ceitfullted plot. Enjoying the liberty and plenty
r °*

of America, these people seem unable or unwilling
to learn from the plight of the enslaved millions
in the Red-conquered countries ."

•&####

President Eisenhower said:

"As long as the Communist empire continues to
seek world domination we shall * * * face
'threats to the peace * * *. We * * * will
continue to live in a period where emergencies
manufactured by the Soviet follow one another
like beads on a string.

#- # #, -x #

(2) The Honorable Francis E # Walter, Chairman of the House' Un-American
Activities Committee, points out that many people think Communism
and its influence is comparable to two or three drops' of red ink
dropped into a large jug of water. The ink is immediately and
completely diluted by ttie water and not even discolors the water*
>Many jpeqple, he points put, mistakenly think this is the way Com-
munism works in any country in the world* And he adds:

"It is because of this' false concept as to the
nature of communism that we frequently^hear"

m

that we in the United States have notftingmuch
to fear from the Communist Party because it
has only some few thousand members who are over-
whelmingly outnumbered by the membership of the
two great political parties in this country, n

This, Mr. Walter adds,

"Is a false, misleading and dangerous"

concept of Communism. He points out that Communists constitute
only three percent of the population in Soviet Russia.

(2)



"A truer analogy (is) a vast and complicated
electrical wiring system* This wiring system

• can be short-circuited by a single dis-
ruption at a control point* Translate this
concept into the realities of Communism in
action and you behold 33 million Communists
in a world-wide network, controlling U0% of
the population of this globe — 900 million
people* arid honeycombing, at vital control
centers the societies of the remaining 60%
of the globe

•

tt

(a) The Communists have missionaries for their materialistic state
concept of life, and to date they are succeeding* We have been
too smug and content, as individuals, to think that we were on
the, right side and that ultimately we would win. Perhaps we
will in the centuries ahead* We have felt that communism would
sink of its own weight. We forget,' sometimes, that time is of
the essence* We are in a new world, and the sooner we recognize
this, the better.

•& & & -¥? &

"I think it is important that Americans have a
better understanding of Communism and its ideas
so they may better comprehend its weaknesses as
well as the threat it presents to free societies*"

Richard Niscon, Vice Pres*
September 2, 1$$9

II a* THE SREE WORLD VS INTERNATIONAL COMMUNISM

What Does Communism Mean?

(3) A. literally it means the common ownership of all material
goods: No private, individual ownership of wealth, prop-
erty or productive goods.

B. It is based on a world view called "dialectial materialism,"
which seeks to interpret the world as coming into being
without God and to prove that He does not exist.

(3)
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Why is the Basic Teaching of Marx Called Dialectial Materialism?

A # Materialism denies the existence of any non-material reality
such as God, the soul, and the world of the spirit. "The
only reality is matter" is a constant Communist refrain.
Marx used the scientific fact that the matter of the universe
is in constant motion, often evolving into new forms of min-
eral, plant, and organic life to prove that this also applies
to the basic creation of life and the origin of the human
mind* How life and reason ever developed from atoms and
molecules of mere matter Marx does not and cannot explain.
Nor can he tell us how the motion which he makes so much of
can aome into existence without a First Mover, namely,
ALnighty God.

B # The Dialectic according to Marx is the logic or "method" of
his theory of materialism. It supposedly rules the inevit-
able laws of nature, society, and right thinking. It is
based on the false assumption that every idea (and every
development in nature and history) contains within itself
its opposite or denial.

* # # # *

(k) "Communism" may be compared metaphorically to a slender stream
flowing from the past into the present having been polluted* by
Marx, Lenin, and Stalin with the poison of fraud, falsehood,
and deception, and fed by the criminal inventions of the Kremlin'
until the spark of original truth in it is no longer discernible,
so that* "communism" today is the convenient and inexhaustible
reservoir of ajuposture and entrapment wherewith to delude, en-
snare, and enslave mankind.

* * * # *

(£) How much has been gained in the expansion of the international
Communist movement through wars, fifth columns, and diplomacy can
readily be seen by comparing the 'Soviet Union in 1939 with' the'
Soviet empire of today. In 1939> the U.S.S.R. comprised 8,000,000
square miles of territory, with a population of 170,000,000$ to-
day the empire extends to 16,000,000 square miles of territiry
and a population of 970,000,000. Continued Communist aggressive-
ness in the Middle East and Far East makes it clear that Moscow
has not abandoned its long-term goal of conquering the world.
Aggressive and warlike Soviet behavior confirms the Soviet Mein
Kampf : As far as the Kremlin is concerned, peaceful coexistence
between the international Communist movement and the non-Soviet
realm is impossible; wars and revolutions instigated by the
Soviet leaders will continue until the Communist version of
"peace", (a world Soviet Union) i^ achieved. As Khruschev once
told a Western leader: "We will bury you."

CM



(25) An Asiatic" conqueror stands on^our frontier . Owing to science,
the Atlantic Ocean is no wider than the Rio Grande. Owing to
technology, the Pacific is no broader than Lake Michigan; and
the wastelands of the North can be bridged in a few hours 1

flight. We Americans are face to face with the decendants of
Genghis Khan.

Propaganda has always been a tool of the conqueror. In the age
of radio, television and mass literacy, however, political war-
fare has become a primary weapon. The Communists, like the Nazis
before them, use the strategy of terror to frighten the West into
inaction, to promote class warfare and thus divide and conquer,
to encourage neutrals to ride the Soviet wave of the future. The
danger of the Russian sputnik is not just* that it means Moscow
can probably put a missile on New York or, in the near future,
aim atomic guns at Pittsburgh and Detroit from a platform in
outer space.

Sputnik is a symbol of successful Socialism. All over the world,
intellectuals and politicians — already half in love with Marx ~
are saying:

"If Socialism can do such wonderful things in
science, why not give it another chance with
business? If Communism is efficient in the
laboratory, let*s try it in our factories^ If
Marxism can plan a sputnik and build so many
splendid schools of engineering, we must have
social planning and social engineering for
every part* of our society. Capitalism is ob-
solete."

Despite the record of American enterprise, millions of people —
including some in this country — will believe that propaganda. •

Why? Because very few Americans can articulate what it is we
really stand for. We. perform, but performance is not enough in
an age of mass media. The Communists capture the slogans, manip-
ulate the symbols, pervert the communication^ The facts are on
our sides but facts don ! t necessarily move men to action. 'More
often, men are motivated by theories ^ by hopes and hatreds, by
envy, fear or inspiration. The Communists have done their home-
work in the human subconscious. From superstitions and buried
emotions and bedrock beliefs, they have mixed the weapons of
fourth dimensional warfare*

(1) II b. SPECTRUM OF CONFLICT

It has become the style to identify both cold war and hot war by
varying degrees of intensity (See Chart 1).

Cold war in its present stylized spectrum ranges from* Scientific
Demonstration and Psychological and Trade Competition, to Military-
Politic-Humanitarian Aid, to Salutary Presence, to Military Threat
Demonstration, to Material Assistance to Engaged Allies. Hot war,
in the same style, ranges from Police Action, to Limited War, to
Graduated Retaliation, to Unrestricted War.

go



Somewhere between them fall such modern-day instruments of national
power as Rioting, Border Incidents and Guerrilla Warfare • Whether
or not these phrases are accurately descriptive or properly posi-
tioned within the spectrum is immaterial to our understanding of
the world today. What is material — even fundamental -- is that
we recognize and accept three basic facts:

CHART I
SPECTRUM OF INTERNATIONAL CONFLICT

DIPLOMACY TREATIES 2BMTX VIOLATION
SABOTAGE
PROPAGANDA:

SUBVERSION CTVTL DEFENSE GENOCIDE

POSITIVE "NEGATORY11 INTERNAL

Njncrea?w>
^intensity ^
Peaceful 1

Competition/

Trade
?

/

Olympic
Games,

Facts of International Life

First : In the implementation of external policies there exists a
spectrum of conflict ranging from least violent to most violent; and,
the rational selection at any particular moment of the degree of
violence with which a nation will act is a calculated balance between:

a.
b.

The risks involved in taking that degree of action; and
The risks involved in not taking it*

Second , the effectiveness of any less violent action in the spectrum,
as well as the capacity to resist blackmail, nuclear or otherwise, de-
pends upon the believability of a nation *s willingness to engage in
the most violent action, if on rational calculation, that step is
required*

Third 5 the spectrum of conflict spans the full scope of human activi-
ties —- from sports competition to thermo-nuclear war. Thus it rep-
resents a protracted conflict, a title invented by the Master Com-
munist, Mao Tse-Tung, himself*

These basic concepts are both the foundation to comprehension of cold
war problems and the keystones for an overall defense structure which
can dear with them effectively. They serve the Communist the identical
purposes from their own points of view* The principal difference be-
tween us is that they have understood them and built them, while we
have lagged in this regard*
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in* SOVIET STRATEGY OF PROTRACTED CONFLICT

(6) The Communist plan is the strategy of protracted conflict* A
hard look at protracted conflict — at its meaning, at its
historical development, at the many ways it is currently used
against us to forward the aims of a relentless enemy ~ might
provide us with a key for survival*

The term "protracted conflict" was first used by Mao Tse-tung,
whose recent retirement as active head of the Red Chinese
Government should not be construed as a sign of the dimunition
either of his enormous political power or his deserved reputa-
tion as one of the most important strategic thinkers of modern
times. Mao's term aptly describes the multi-front, multi-
weapons nature of Communist operations. Most generally, it
is, by its very name, a method of conflict whereby weaker
powers, in time, gain the strength necessary to overcome
stronger ones. This strength is gained not only through war-
fare ~ which is often, in fact, a last resort — but through
other, subtler means oJT conflict as well: political, economic
and even psychological. It is a method requiring infinite
patience j the purpose of each action, military or otherwise,
is not to gain an immediate smashing victory but rather to
enhance the relative power position of the weaker at the ex-
pense of the stronger. The parallel to a game of chess is
unmistakable* 'White's disadvantage is black's advantage.
Poker players, $s we are in the West, always hoping for the
lucky draw, are helpless before ito

The Communist doctrine of conflict, then, synthesizes all tte
techniques which history has proved to be workable, everything
from persuasion through coercion to the most modern forms of
military warfare. While some of the doctrine's central con-
cepts have been kept secret, a study of the record over the
past half century clarifies the aims as well as' the methods
of the Communists* These seem to be: 1) undermining anti-
Communist morale j 2) disrupting the social and economic struc-
ture of non-Communist nations ; 3) weakening their military
capabilities ; k) infiltrating and disrupting their institu-
tions and organizations! 5) causing them to make false politi-
cal and strategic decisions 5 6) cultivating an unreal sense of
security abroad; 7) creating local disaffections and internal
crises which might induce a nation to acquiesce in a Communist
"solution."

Essentially, the entire Communist concept of conflict boils
down to a crystalline-hard summation. Gain strength by weak-
ening your opponent; do unto your opponent exactly the oppo-
site of what you want him to do unto you. This code calls
for no moral indignation, as we of the West seem to need be-
fore we can take positive action. It simply involves a kind
of ethics-in-reverse that has maddened us, addled us and left
us apparently powerless to do anything appropriate about it.
In short, protracted conflict is working precisely according
to plan*
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(7) THEORY OF COMMUNIST CONFLICT -STRATEGY

Our basic thesis is that the Communists depend more upon exploiting
and aggravating conflicts than upon actually creating genuine revo-
lutionary situations Being, by nature of their doctrine, revolu-
tionaries themselves, the Communists have been able to grasp, much
better than we have, the nature of the revolutionary forces abroad
in our age* They have been able to ride the wave of these 'forces

and to harness their power to their own political purposes; These
forces—emergent nationalism, rising economic expectations, popula-
tion expansion, anticolonialism, and so forth—have been at work for
a long time. The Communists, let us not forget, have meanwhile
been carrying on agitation and conflict propaganda in many parts of
the world for more than hP years, and their labors are now beginning
to bear fruit*

THE COMMUNIST PRINCIPIES IN THE STRATEGY OF PROTRACTED CONFLICT
COMPRISE THE INDIRECT APPROACH %

- - **

(1) divert the enemy where they are weakest to where the Communists
are the strongest

(2) never show what their objective is

(3) press the enemy continuously but back out when they become
angry (Example: The Berlin Question)

(ll) obscure the reality (intervention of Russia into, Guatemala
in the American zone of security

(5>) manoeuver to create constant tension and exploit every oppor-
tunity in areas where we are weak (Middle East) while bully-
ing us into doing nothing in areas where they are weak (Eastern
Europe)

(6) alternation of war and peace themes

(?) Pavlov 1 s dog theory (ringing of bell when dog is hungry) is
compared to conditioning of group or nation 1 s reflexes

(8) inverse the Golden Rule - prevent others firom doing to you
what you would do to them

(9) postponing and delaying the final blow until the balance of
power has shifted overwhelmingly to their side.

All the above mentioned methods are used to discover what real
issues the United States will stand up against*

Ejy the use of these techniques Russia can expand politically and
geographically* They also feel that by trying to achieve tech-
nological mastery they will achieve political mastery and will
show underdeveloped1

countries that Russia is the nation to follow
because of its lead in technological and outer space discoveries
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\9) Jaixes E. Dougherty, St* Joseph 1 s College, said:

"In our study of protracted conflicts, we have
been led to the conclusion that, since the Com-
munists have been so successful in promoting
conflicts all over the world, they will not now
be willing to sit down and talk seriously about
bringing the conflicts to an end*

"Communism is a dynamic movement. It must keep
expanding. It must maintain its reputation as
the most progressive movement in the world.

"It is unrealistic to think that the Communists
will negotiate an end to world tensions, at least
not until they really fear that they have pushed
the West to the danger point, where the West would
begin to offer effective resistance to communism
at the level of global strategy."

HOT AND COLD WAR

(7) There is no difference between cold and hot war. There is no
essential difference between military and political means. They
are all instruments of conflict, leading to the same objective
of power accumulation. This is what the Clausewitaian philos-
ophy means in the hands of the Communists.

IVo COMMUNIST OFFENSIVES

A . PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE

.

(9) We think, first of all, that the Communists have made a very
careful analysis of the psychology of the West. To a certain
extent this analysis is based upon the data gathered from
Pavlovian psychology. Pavlovian psychology is what we might
call a psychology of conditioning. "It seeks to control the
behavioral responses of the subject through the careful ap-
plication of stimuli.

Pavlov himself showed that sane of the lessons learned in his
experiments with animals have a certain applicability to men.
Today, we recognize the fact that it is possible to condition
the minds of men and to induce, through the repeated applica-
tion of a certain stimulus, a desired response.

Our study of the protracted conflict strategy reveals that
the Communists have learned, first of all, to refrain from
furnishing the West with that kind of stimulus which is most
likely to rally the West into vigorous counteraction. They
are careful not to excite the West into taking decisive action.
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Mr. Dougherty referred to the "planned misinformation" campaign
that the Communists have carried on for many years to mislead
the West about their industrial and technological progress, and
warned the public against accepting the "Barnumized" deeds of
Communist society*

(8) The psychological warfare strategy of the communist can be pretty
well summed up in the following eleven point program:

1. Creation of a psychologically strong, obedient, disciplined,
steadfast, and "iron-willed" leadership core which thinks
and emotes in a certain way, in that way only and in that
way for a long time regardless of obstacles.

2. The creation of a larger group of "oriented" propagandists
who spread communist notions and are instrumental in creat-
ing and maintaining a suitable frame of reference which is
imposed upon non-communists*

3» The creation in both groups of a burning sense of hatred.

U. Docility, discipline, and controllability of subject popula-
tions which must be commanded by the unopposed will of the
party leadership.

f>. The creation, in the ruling, upper and intellectual classes
of non-communist societies of frustration, confusion, pes-
simism, guilt, fear, defeatism, hopelessness, and neuroses,
in essence the psychological destruction of anti^communist
leadership.

6. The splitting of a society into many competing and mutually-
hostile groups and the sapping of the spirit of loyalty,
community, mutual helpfulness, positive expectation, and
willingness to take risks and to act.

7* The creation and stimulation of an all-pervading sense of
fear and anxiety, whether it be fastened onto the dangers
of nuclear war, or physical terror, or professional, social
and human ruin*

8. The capture of the time dimension in the sense that an ex-
pectation of cataclysm and no-progress under "capitalism"
is established and paired with the affirmed expectation
that the future belongs to communism.

9. The promise of relief from all troubles by means of an in-
fallable as well as inevitable solution.

10. The semantic domination of intellectual, emotional and
socio-political life as well as the semantic control of
all political arguments.

11. The weakening and destruction of national consciences in
the free world and the inculcation of bad conscience about
firm opposition to communism and the ideals usurped and
distorted by it.

#- #- -x # -*
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While asserting that the Soviet Union and the Communists were
"vastly superior" in waging psychological warfare, the political
scientists said that there was no need for this condition to
continue and that the roles, could, be reversed if the American
public in general and particularly those in the communications
field displayed more maturity and responsibility.

B. POLITICAL WARFARE,

(13) A prodigious campaign of political subversion, clandestinely
a

directed by a nationwide apparatus of Communist agents, menaces
the entire security system of the United States The essence of
this campaign is the perversion of our democratic processes of"

government.
'
If it continues unabated it promises the Kremlin a

degree of success that never could have been achieved by the
classic means of force and violence.

These facts were established beyond any contravention in a series
of hearings conducted by the Committee on Un-American Activities,
in principal cities throughout the United States, to inquire into
Communist political subversion. The principal subject of the
committee ! s investigation was the American Committee for Pro-
tection of * Foreign Born, which has become the chief instrument
of the Communist Party in its current efforts to destroy the
Walter-McCarran Immigration and Nationality Act, the Internal
Security Act, the Smith Act, and all other legislative and
executive action aijned against the Kremlins conspiratorial
organization in the United States,

From the testimony of scores of witnesses who appeared before
the Committee on Un-American Activities^ in this series of hear-
ings, and the evidence contained in thousands of documents ob-
tained by the committee, these six conclusions emerge with ir-
refutable clarity:

1 # Political subversion has become a paramount instru-
ment of the Communist Party's program of conquest
in the United States

2. The Communist, Party, through the American Committee
for Protection of Foreign Born and the affiliate

*

organizations of the American Committee for Protec-
tion of Foreign Born has mobilized all of its re-
sources to render ineffective the Immigration and
Nationality Act and other legislation bearing upon
the security of the United States*

3# By disguising its real purposes in fraudulently hu-
mane language, the Communist Party, through its
affiliate organizations, succeeded in duping a great
number of well-intentioned citizens into collaborat-
ing ifith the Communist Party in ignorance of its real
objective
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k* Although various non-Communist organizations have ad-
vocated amendments to the Immigration and Nationality
Act and other legislation concerning the security of

the United States, the overwhelming mass of testimony
and exhibits obtained by the Committee on Un-American
Activities demonstrates that the spearhead of the

overall drive for mutilation of this legislation is
the Communist Party and its affiliates

£. The Communist Party, through its camouflaged instru-
ments of transmission, has subjected the platform* com-
mittees of both major parties, State legislatures, and
the Congress to letters, petitions, and personal appeals
designed to fabricate the impression that a broad, pop-
ular sentiment exists for debilitating the Nation 1 s

immigration and security system*

6. Many of the proposals made in the United States Congress
for major changes in the Immigration and Nationality Act
and other security measures coincide with the expressed
objectives of the Communist Party*

The confederate organizations of the Communist Party, by conceal-
ing their true aims, their origin and the political allegiance of
their leadership, have been able to achieve considerable success.
They have raised millions of dollars to finance the Kremlins
apparatus in the United States. They have been able to persuade
great numbers of people that the campaign against the immigration
and security programs is not a Communist program at all$ and they
have teen able to create a climate of opinion in which attacks
upon our immigration and security system are made to seem an en-
lightened course of action©

C* ECONOMIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL WARFARE.

(9) The West has always operated under the assumption that there is
but one world economy, one world market* Since the communist
system has come into being, we have in the world two international
economies. From the end of the First World War until the end of
the, Second World War, it was simply a case of the U.S.S.R. versus
the rest of the world*

The Soviets during that time pursued an economic policy which was
designed to build up their own system. This involved importing
all of the heavy equipment and machinery which they were able to
purchase from the Western capitalistic system. They imported
about $8 billion worth of equipment from the West in the interwar
period.

After the Second World War, the Communists moved into Eastern
Europe and created Socialist economies there. They integrated
these countries, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Rumania,
Bulgaria, into the Socialist economy. Prior to the war, all
of those countries had carried on most of their trade with the
West. Now, they have been locked into the Socialist bloc.
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After 19h9 China, wl?ich had always been looked upon by the Western
capitalists as a limitless market for future productivity- was in-
corporated into the Socialist bloc. Bit by bit the Communists have
been picking off these areas of the world, tearing them away from
the Western capitalistic economy and integrating them into the
Socialist economy. They have constructed an economic system that
is beginning to furnish genuine competition to the Western economy*

The Communists are beginning to invade markets traditionally at
the disposal of the European and American capitalistic states*
Their drive into the underdeveloped countries of the world rep-
resents a preliminary effort to gain a foothold in these economies
and enter into trade agreements which will gradually enable them
to reorient those economies toward the Socialist bloc. This
economic warfare is merely a prelude to the political reorienta-
tipn of these countries. Egypt and Afghanistan are already exposed
to Soviet political pressure*

# *- # * #

(6) The Communists are attempting to achieve technological superior-
ity in order to achieve political mastery of -the world.

Although the United States has set up international information
centers (Voice of America) and increased her work in the atomic *

field and in nuclear weapons, and still dominates in these fields*
we are in danger of losing much of the territory we now own. Also,
if Russia develops technically at the rate at which she has been
(they already have more engineers than we), she vould be the world
leader in technology by 1970. The Marxist dialectial doctrine
that better technology (i*e* the means of production) brings
superiority is used as a basis for the emphasis placed on this
subject*

D* MILIARY*

feQ
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E. ESPIONAGE AND SUBVERSION

(10) As the number one target of world-wide Coimhuriism, ' the United ^V* ^
States is the prime objective of Soviet espionage* Soviet ^

v ^

defectors are unanimous in stating that between 70 and 80
per cent of Russian officials in the United States are members
of the-Red intelligence services,, The importance that the USSR
is currently attaching to the value of these intelligence agents
is vividly borne out by the sharp increase in the number of ^
Soviet diplomatic personnel Assigned to the United States * In ^
May, l?£l*, there were 212 Soviet officials in the United States*
Five years later, that number has increased to 313 —• or an
increase of almost £0 per centl

Soviet espionage activities in this country expose the fallacy
vy

of so-called "peaceful coexistence *
!l In recent years, pseudo \^

v

appeals for peace by Communists have been more than matched by ^
intensified Communist espionage efforts in the United States
Using blackmail, bribery, and similar- techniques, Communist
agents, many with diplomatic immunity, are r stepping up their
efforts to obtain our military, scientific, and industrial
secrets for use against us*

V
\

The Communist Party, USA, today is an integral part of the
tAf

international Communist conspiracy and represents a very real ^J*
danger to our freedom* It is composed of the true believers -
the disciples, the hardcore militants for the Soviet Union-
who stand Tjy Communist Russia and sing its praise despite the
terrible "inhumanity to man" ^hich has been inflicted in vari-
ous parts of the worldly the Soviets and their satellites * ij

* * * * &

(11) Espionage includes the collection of information which contrib-
utes to an evaluation the Nation's war potential and which may
be used to advantage by an enemy in subversive activities and
Armed Force attack. The very nature of many industries, for
example, makes it difficult to conceal many phases of their
operations* Phases that our enemies are always interested in .

Perhaps one of the most insidious types of espionage is that
of obtaining from various sources a vast mass of detailed,
accurate data relative to the vital facilities of this country,
which may result in great loss to our industrial complex* This
data may be developed piecemeal, through contribution of many
agents whose fragmentary reports fit together like pieces of
a jigsaw puzzle to complete a precise picture of the industrial
system and structure*

Espionage agents specifically seek information such as the
followingt

lo Capacity, rate or production, indus trial mobiliz-
ation schedules, and details on orders on hand*

2 * Specification of products*



3* Test records of newly developed items or equipment*

k. Sources of raw materials and components.

5* Destination of completed products and transporta-
tion routes*

6* Data on production records*

7» Critical points and possible methods of effective
sabotage

•

80 Measures in force for jsecutiry and to prevent sabo-
tage* such as* frequency of inspections by guards
and their dependibility.

9* Using "fronts"* such as commercial concerns* travel
agencies* import-export assiciations* scientific
organizations* insurance agencies, business men f s

groups* and other organizations to obtain confidential
information or pertinent statistical information which
can be translated into strategic information.

* # * * *

SUBVERSION

(1) It goes on all the time* everywhere, and is one of Communism's *

most potent techniques for implementing objectives* For example*
in Latin-America Communism is attempting to leap-frog the
Atlantic and take-over countries both by infiltration of exist-
ing governments and by seising control of liberal revolutionary
movemen^s* Each year hundreds of Latins receive revolutionary
training in Moscow and are sent back to work ceaselessly to
replace lawful -government with regimes dominated and controlled
by international Communism.

The Cuban revolutionary movement daily evidences greater subservience
to agents of the conspiracy* The cancer of Communism in Latin
America was exposed in Peru where Vice President Nixon was mobbed
and in Venezuela where he was stoned and spat upon* ,

If this subversion succeeds* we can expect Red missile bases
almost within sight of our own Souihern cities from which a
destructive sneak attack upon the United States could originate*
So to open up the United States to attack from the South —
additional to our present exposure from the East* West, and
North —would not alone imperil freedom in the Americas* The
relative power of the free world and the Communist empire would
become so drastically unbalanced that all Western Nations and
thus Western civilization itself cbuld be overwhelmed and
destroyed*

* # # * #
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CUBA "USED AS AN EXAMPIE IN SUBVERSIVE TECHNIQUES

(12) Here are ten steps or operations for the overthrow of a govern-
ment without use of force These steps were translated directly
from Russian documents. You will recognize that these steps
were used in Czechoslovakia and Cuba;

Step 1 — Operation National Anthem. Stir up hate
against an external foe. This can be
recognized in Cuba in the "hate America
campaign"

.

Step 2 — Operation Unanimity. Formation of a pos-
sible front -- front 'organizations* A
coalition of the right and left under
Communist domination.

Step 3 — Operation Infiltration or Trojan Horse. In
this operation the Communists capture key
cabinet posts and then train Communists to
infiltrate into lower government positions.

Step h -~ Operation Nationalization. In this operation
Communists infiltrate and take over a direc-
tion and management of labor industry.

Step 5> — Operation Smear. In this operation any indi-
vidual or country opposed to Communism is
smeared. All the newspapers in Cuba have
been forced into following the Communist
party line with the Communist newspaper "Hoy1*

leading the parade.

Step 6 — Operation Purge. In this operation all
anti-Communists are either liquidated or
exiled.

Step 7 ~ Operation Reichstadt. This fellow is the
Nazi pattern of 1933, where a crisis is

built internally with" the blame put not
on the Communists but on someone else.

Step 8 — Operation Coup. In this operation the
country is virtually taken over by the
Communists in its entirety.

Step 9 •— Operation Plebiscite Through a regulated
vote, make a satellite state.

Step 10— Operation Russiaficatioh. Make Russian
citizens or good Communists out of citizens
in country taken over.
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V. COMMUNIST ACTIVITY IN THE U.S.A.

(£) The conquest of the United States is the ultimate objective of
Soviet foreign policy* Therefore, international Communism is
constantly striving to weaken the United States internally and
to isolate it in world affairs* Soviet propaganda portrays the
United States as the bulwark of "decadent capitalism'1 'and "im-
perialism. 11 whose very existence makes war inevitable. So long
as *£he United ^States remains non-Communist, Soviet leaders
cannot rest•"for their announced goal is the creation of a
Soviet dictatorship in this country* America must, then be
destroyed through thq application of the most advanced tech-
niques of cold and hot warfare*

William Z* Foster, leader of the American Communists, once
declared under sworn testimony:

"When a Communist heads the government of the
United States — and that day will come just
as surely as the sun rises — the government
will not be a capitalist government but a
Soviet government, and behind this government
will stand the Red Army to enforce the dic-
tatorship of the proletariat*"

American Communists consider themsleves advance echelons of the
Soviet army, preparing the way for "liberation." It is the task
of the American Communists to weaken America through industrial
strife, racial am religious conflicts, ' and infiltration into
the key areas of influence: government, the mass media, industry,
and education* This latter infiltration is to be accomplished
(and has been accomplished in the past) largely through the
intermediary of "fronts ^organizations, that is, organizations
which are controlled by the Communists but which appear to be
merely "liberal" or "progressive." These fronts usually have
an impressive lis£ of sponsors recruited from the traditionally
gullible "intellectuals" who are in a position to influence
policies in government, the mass media, industry, and education,
where outright CcAtaunist propaganda might be rejected* After the
19U8 presidential election, J # Edgar Hoover, head" of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, placed the,.number of non-Communist
fellow travelers who worked for Communist fronts at 1*00,000*
This meant that for every Communist .there were available to
the party ten Americans willing to work for the benefit of the
Soviet Union, without, however, accepting the risks and re-
sponsibilities of actual party membership*

The American Communists are not just another political party*
They admit that tteir first allegiance is to the Soviet Union
and international Communism. By their ideology and their
actions, they have placed themselves outside the limits of
the "loyal opposition." Contrary to the behavior of other
Americans, the Communists follow th6 lead o£ the Soviet Union
and international Communism blindly and without deviation*

###'##
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(10) Testifying before the House Subcommittee on Appropriations on
} ^ 6 °J^

f*\ February 3>, 195> 9, Federal Bureau of Investigation Director J. jrt^W EDGAR HOOVER characterised the Communist Party, U.S.A., "as *y
the largest single subversive organization in the United r
States." MR. HOOVER revealed that while the Communist move-
ment "poses a formidable domestic threat to our democracy,,"

i! were is "every indication that its vicious behind-the-scenes
tactical efforts to infiltrate all segments of American
society will continue with unrelenting vigor in the future*"

COMMUNIST PARTY MEMBERSHIP

According to the latest official FBI figures as of January 1,
1957, CPUSA membership was 17*360. It is interesting to note
that "when the Communist Party was at its peak in the United ,*.) i t^

States (80,000 in 19UU) it was stronger in numbers than the J> /^ ^

Soviet Party was at the time it seized power in Russia." \
Commenting on the size of CPUSA membership, the American Bars *

^ )
Association (ABA) recently stated, "it is just as false to ( A
measure the strength of Communism' in the United States by

\

comparing the small number of Party members with the large 1

number of non-Communists as it would be to measure the sea- \

worthiness of a ship by comparing the area of its holes with (

the area of its hull. A few strategically placed holes can J
sink the largest ship."

* * <* #

(5) The great majority of Americans are non-Communists (neither
pro-Communist nor anti-Communist)* The minority consists of
smaller groups in the population: (1) those who are Communists
or who follow the lead of the Communists (as, for instance, the
one million Americans who voted for the Progressive party in
19i|8) and (2) those Americans who are sufficiently concerned
about Communist gains on a global basis s'ince 19hk to do
something about the situation. Unfortunately, however, whereas
the Communists in the United States have trained young Americans
at sudi schools as the Jefferson School in New York and the
California Labor School in San Francisco, the anti-Communists,
until recently^ have no such schools. Indeed, the overwhelming
majority of students in the United States never learn anything
about the reality of Communism in the classroom. This, to-
gether with a general lack of knowledge about United States
government and history, led many American prisoners of war
in Korea to collaborate with their Communist captors. These
were the so-called "progressives."
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V. a, COMMUNIST PARTY ORGANIZATION ~ USA

THE THREE IEVEIS OF POWER
it

- -
.

(10) The Party's organisational structure may be likened to layers
in a pyramid, one placed on top of the other.

1. The top level centers around national head-
quarters and contains the Party's policy-making nf*

organs: ,o o^

(1) National Committee

j

(2) National Executive Committee; and

(3) National Administrative Committee.

With ruthless hand this echelon rules the
Communist Party, USA.* The designation given.
here is the current arrangement, which is ^-r
always subject to change. The Party never ^ * * '^ y^

hesitates to reshuffle its top administrative
bodies, changing their names and .sizes* For
many years, for example, it had national
officers: National Chairman, William^; Foster,
and General Secretary, Earl Browder and, later,
Eugene Dennis. The power remains, however, in
the hands of a small minority.

2. The second or middle-level contains the many '

administrative organs that implement the de-
cisions of the inner hierarchy:

(1) Various commissions and departments;

(2) Special organizers; and

(3') Front groups.

3# The bottom or third level is broad and,extensive
and contains all the subordinate regional and
local units in the Party: that is, district
organizations » and, in turn, various state, county

,

city j section ^ and club setups. This level en-
compasses the entire nation.

National headquarters is located in a three-story, twenty-foot- 11 i
wide, brownstone building at 23 West 26th Street, New York City, * A
just off Broadway. A pygmy amid Manhattan 1 s towering skyscrapers, y>
with iron bars shielding the bottom-floor windows, this American
Kremlin is the symbol of communist power in our country. Here
meetings are held ani important decisions made. The national
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office occupies the third floor and penthouse; the New'York
State Communist Party is on the first and second floors*
However, the I9f>7 Party convention authorized shifting
national offices to Chicago*

IEVEL Is THE HIGH COMMAND

The real power of the Party rests 'in the National Committee * ^^
This committee, "elected" by the national mid state conven-
tions, is responsible far running the Party between conven-
tions as provided by the constitution* P ,

IEVEL 2: , THE SPECIAL UNITS

The attack weapons of the Communist Party ^are contained in the ^ ^

middle layer, the commissions and departments to carry out tte
v

decisions of the inner clique*

Communist leaders view American life not as a vast, uniform
whole but as a series of different segments, each, in its own - o^
way, open to the appeal of communism* There are, for instance, {A
farmers with their special problems, trade-union members, and
groups with special interests related to nationality, youth;,

and race. Communists realize that a single program, slanted
to appeal to all groups at once, will not work* To be effec-
tive, communist propaganda must be tailored to' fit specific
problems* What are a group's dissatisfactions, desires and
a3jns?...The fact that programs designed for different groups
are often mutually contradictory makes no difference to
communists* The main point is to attract followers and stir ^ty* -

up discontent in as many areas as possible*

IEVEL 3t . REGIONAL AND LOCAL UNITS

This layer provides the broad base for the pyramid and includes
the remainder of the Party structure* The United States is x
divided into Communist Party districts, some of which have ^y
jurisdiction over more than one state* The Ohio State Communist
Party, directed principally from Cleveland, Ohio, for example,
includes the states of Ohio and Kentucky and West Virginia^
four northern "panhandle" counties*

Communist membership is strongest in the Northeast section of s\\
the United States. The greatest concentration of Communist \
Party members is in the area of New York City* O^her states
having large numbers of communists are California^ Illinois,
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New Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Washington, Connecticut,
Michigan, and Massachusetts. Few members, relatively
speaking, reside in Southern and Rocky Mountain states. '*

N<
1

V. b. WHO ARE' THE COMMUNISTS?

THE COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, WORKS DAY AND NIGHT TO FURTHER
THE COMMUNIST PLOT IN AMERICA.

(10) Virtually invisible to the non-communist eye, unhampered by time,
*

distance, and legality, this bolshevik transmission is in progress* ^
The Communist Party, USA, is bolshevizing its membership and ere- $\

ating' communist puppets throughout the country. The American fi

Parly, in the Kremlin's eyes, has for its objective the ultimate
seizure of power in America and, to accomplish this purpose, it
seeks to "educate" in the ways of communism all who will listen.

**

w

To appreciate the deadly seriousness of this process, the American
citizen must see how the Communist Party, USA, by its every act, P
often without fanfare or newspaper headlines, is creating ^a corps
of dedicated Party members, supported in many ways by United States
citizens who have been infected or misled in one way or another

Millions of Americans have wondered how the communists gain sup- c\
port* Frequently they seem to wield influence entirely out of "

proportion to, their actual numbers.

Party influence is exerted through the communist device of thought *

control (controlling, in various degrees, the thinking of many «y -

Americans), The communists quickly accuse anybody who disagrees ~ *

with them of being guilty of thought controlj it is a favorite
communist expression. Yet this same technique, applied in vary-
ing degrees to different groups of our population, is the key to
communist strength in America today.

The Party's objective is to drive a wedge, however slight, into q
%

as many mtods as possible , That is why. in every conceivable
way, communists try to poison our thinking about the issues of
the day: social reforms, peace, politics, veterans 1

, women's v^
and youth problems. The more people they can influence, the
stronger they will be o —

Top Party officials have a definite assignment: to capture _,

positions of power. They are the Party's jfront-line commanders. ^
Communism is at war with America. The United States* is a vast /"*
battlefield, A school, a labor union, a civic group, a govern-
ment official, a private citizen—all are important in the
neverending stri^ggle for power
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V, b. 1, "OPEN11 PARTY MEMBERS

1/
* £<

The area of highest thought control, which is the core of can-
6

K "

munist strength, is the Party membership. These individuals, ' '

after indoctrination, become full-fledged revolutionaries,
pledged to stick with the Party at all times

Normally they make no effort to conceal their membership. They
may be high-ranking officials, such as a state chairman, a
section organizer, a club chairman, an educational director, or
mere rank-and-file members. They are enrolled, pay dues, and
accept Party discipline.

The Party member must be completely obedient; that is the hall-
mark of Party life* The constitution of the Communist Party,
USA, sets forth specifically this definition of a full-fledged
member:

A Party member shall accept the Party program
as determined by the Constitution and conven-
tions of the Party, belong to a Party club and
pay dues.

V. b. 2, CONCEALED PARTY MEMBERS

Another area dominated by communist thought control consists of ^
the concealed communist, the individual who, though accepting ~*~

Party discipline, does not wish his affiliation'to be publicly <y,*f

known, xnese two areas, open and concealed members, in fact,
a3

ff,
closely related, often interchanging and always cooperating

with each other. The concealed communist, because he is not
known as a communist, can often advance the Party 1 s cause among
people and in organizations where an open member would be scorned,

*
The number of concealed communists is high. They vary in degree
of concealment. Some are concealed from the public and are not A\ i*

openly identified as communists. Others are concealed even from "

the membership, and a few are so deeply hidden that only top
leaders know their identity. Usually the more prominent the
individual, the more concealed he must be.

Concealed communists are found in all fields . They may be en- ^
rolled members, although secretly and usually under an alias
or assumed namej or their names may never appear on official
rolls. It does not matter. They are viewed by Party leaders, >A
as members. They are equally as dangerous as the open member,
if not more so. They are difficult to identify and, being
concealed, can operate freely in noncommunist groups.

A physician, a lawyer, an educator, a personnel manager in a
business firm, a television script writer—each may be a con-

s

cealed communist of great value to the Party. Suppose that a

_ (23)
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^
Party member is in hiding* He becomes ill. The doctor, a
concealed communist, is called* He can be trusted. Or a
stu^y group is formed on a campus. The professor "guides"
the discussion and subtly engenders communist doctrine* A
personnel manager hires communist sympathizers, working them
into key

(

positions* Party influence increases, almost with-
out anybody 1 s knowing it* *t

7 8 b. 3. FELLOW TRAVELERS

t

The third area in which communist thought control works is

that of the fellow traveler and sympathizer* These two terms
are distinct but related* The fellow traveler, while not a V^

member, actively supports (travels with) the Party's program .%

for a period of time* The sympathizer is more passive, *

sympathizing with the Party or individual members on specific
issues, and may or may not give active aid; These individuals
are not Party members, but, in some degree, have come under
Party control.

This control is sufficient to make them work willingly for the
Party. Many consistently follow the Party line, even maintain- ^V
ing personal contacts with Communist Party officials* Others, ^i
the so-called "intellectuals," may never have attended a com-
munist meeting and may know nothing about Party organization*
Yet, because of the spell of communist thought control, they
knowingly do the Party 1 s work. Perhaps they have been in-
fluenced by Marxist writings or the professed aims of the
Party on certain issues. In any case, deluded by communist
propaganda, they desire to render active assistance. ''

*

V, b. Up OPPORTUNISTS

Another group that falls, on occasion, under communist thought ^
control consists of opportunists, individuals who, if they can
benefit personally, will knowingly support the Party in return
for support or favors from it. Opportunists are cynical and
self-seeking, not caring that by cooperating,with the communists,
even though temporarily, they are injuring the nation.

In a large Midwestern city a noncommunist labor leader had
aspirations to become president of a union council. A group
of communists, opposed to the then president, decided tliki this
labor leader could be controlled. They drafted him as a candidate
and, of course, on the election slabe placed also some Party V
members. The labor leader won the election, and so did the
communists, because they gained a man over whom they had a
hold and whom they could therefore expect to use. vv
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V, b. g. DUPES

The final area is that ox the dupe, or innocent victim, the
individual who unknowingly is under communist thought control
and does the work of the Party. A tragedy of the past genera-
tion in the United States is that so many persons, including v

high-ranking statesmen, public officials, educators, ministers 4 f
of the gospel, professional men, have been duped into helping
communism . Communist leaders have proclaimed that communism
must be partly built with noncommunist hands, and this, to a
large extent, is true.

Communist propaganda is tailored to attract noncommunists. Com-
munism offers a bogus "spiritual appeal," a "Kingdom of God on
earth." Its tactics and strategy are covered with attractive, ^
appealing words, such as "freedon," "justice," and "equality." A '

The communists claim they are working for a "better world*,"
that 1 they have the answer to discrimination, exploitation, and
economic want. To fight for communism, -tiiey say, is to become
part of the most sacred crusade in the history of man.—

Many well-meaning citizens, attracted by these words and not
seeing behind the communist intentions, have been swept into
the communist thought-control net. Most are sincerely in-
terested in improving society, and there are many ways in
which our society can and should be improved. They are will-
ing to devote their time, talents, and energies to a "sacred
cause." That is how communist thought control works. If it
can influence you on. any matter, regardless' of how minor,
making you think favorably toward communism, it has gained.
It has something to sell everyone.

"Fool the noncommunists 1." That is the slogan. And, better ^4 ^
"still, make noncommunists fool each other I Encourage the ^
support of as many dupes as possible. These individuals
see only the exterior, or false face^ of communism. They *

are never shown the inside, the real, communism, the termor,
injustice, and slavery. Time, after time, in almost unbe-
lievable fashion, victims, somehow or other under communist
thought control, do communism 1 s work: signing communist
election petitions, contributing time or money to communist
fronts, issuing statements in support of communist-sponsored
campaigns. H

& * # *

,6
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(£) V. c. THE CURRENT? COMMUNIST LINE INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING;

1. Repeal or weaken the anti-Communist legislation on the books

,

especially the Smith Act, the Internal Security Act, and the
Subversive Activities Control Act.

2. Discredit and hamper the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee,
the House Un-American Activities Committee, and State officials
investigating Communism.

3# Weaken the effectiveness of the FBI and reveal its sources of
information.

U# Destroy the federal security system.

3>. Recognize Red China and admit her to the United Nations.

6. Oppose the possibility of th4 United States 1 breaking off
diplomatic relations with Soviet Russia.

7# Enlarge East-West trade, especially in items in short supply
behind the Iron Curtain.

*

8. Revive the idea that the Communist Party is just another
political party.

(10) V. d. INFILTRATION TECHNIQUES

MR. HOOVER warned that the Party is making "diligent efforts...
to infiltrate Negro and labor groups so as to create agitation
and confusion. In recent months, the railroad industry has been
singled out as one of the primary targets for Communist penetra- ^Jf
tion." In an article appearing in the March 195k issue of The
American Legion Magazine, Director HOOVER declared '"almost all
Communist Party activity is being carried on in a disguised
manner." According to his article, "many of the top leaders
arri most trusted members of the Party have gone underground,
and the rank-and-file membership carry on Party activities
through Communist^front organizations and even through infil-
trating legitimate organizations. For example, under Party
instructions they have joined Parent-Teacher Associations,

1

church, civic and similar groups in which you would not expect
to find them. They are transferred to different sections of
the country where they assume fictitious names and backgrounds ^£
and infiltrate unsuspecting groups and right-led labor unions
in order to further the Communist^program. Therefore, it will
be increasingly difficult for unsuspecting citizens to detect
Communist influence in organizational activities."

The Communist organizer carefully selects those upon whom he
will lavish his attention. We sometimes think that poor con-
ditions breed Communists--they do not. Mere hunder and cold
will not make a comrade. Millions of hungry people are not
desperate^ they are reconciled to their condition by inertia
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or culture or lack of hope. However, in all groups there is
always a minor number of "constructive* thinkers." One finds
these in schools, in business, in mobs, in the jungle, and
in the city streets. These natural leaders whom the rank-
and-file will follow are found by processes easily learns

d

by anyone interested in mass psychology. The Communists are
past-masters in learning how to separate these few from the
"flock". Once the selection has been made, the approach
begins

.

VI. HOW CAN WE COMBAT INTERNATIONAL COMMUNISM?

A* AT THE GOVERtftffiNT UEVEL,

1. We must develop a clear sense of national purpose,
and act on it, not defensively but positively in
the sure knowledge of our convictions

-

# <* * * *

2. The maintenance of military and nuclear strength is
drily the beginning of the effort—and, perhaps, in
the long run the least decisive of the means of wag-
ing our own war for survival.

3. There must be constant and continuous disclosure of
the facts about Communism and Communist activity
here and abroad — a work to which the Un-American
Activities Committee is dedicated.

iu* There must be strengthening of laws, of law enforce-
ment and of judicial decisions which recognizes and
sustains the right and duty of government and free-
dom to fight successfully for survival.

£. There must be/ more support of legislative committees
in this field, of the FBI, of all intelligence services
upon which both the government and the American people
must rely for the facts and for the "common defense."

6. There must be a renewed dedication to the constitutional
principles of a government of limited, diffused and
well-controlled powers in our own country.

7* There must be "firmness in the right" with respect
to principles which cannot be surrendered, compromised
or frittered away by a philosophy which, in General
Nathan Twining 1 s words says, "we had better be Red
than be dead," or by a policy of appeasement and
piecemeal capitulation.
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8* Finally, there must be a renewed awareness of a
solemn truth spoken not by a preacher, or an edu-
cator, or a philosopher, but by a great American
general who said, "it must be of the spirit, if
we are to save the flesh"

B, AT THE BUSINESS AND INDUSTRIAL IEVEL.

(4) Communists are spending millions every year to undermine and,
whenever possible, to destroy American business operations
abroad. Their methods, based on years of experience, are
shrewd, mostly under cover of front organisations, arid, too
frequently, effective Particularly effective are their
efforts to use nationalist groups to carry the ball for* them*
The Communists provide the ball in the form of pamphlets,
rumors, infiltrators, and every other means at their dis-
posal Material expropriation of American business is their
ultimate goal*

If capitalistic business will not engage in this battle far
understanding of men, it may well lose its very all* If it
really attempts to carry abroad its message of profit com-
bined with service, it will find a ready response, one which
the government alone can never obtain* If business will em- *

baric upon an educational program within its own organizations,
if individual businessmen will go the extra mile, then modern
capitalism will have a chance to be welcomed throughout the
world Men around the planet are all motivated by the same
basic impulses* The material needs for food, raiment, hous-
ing, and health may or may not be provided under a dictator-
ship; but in the field of the spirit, presentday capitalism
has a rare opportunity to serve mankind and provide him with'
the opportunity to be appreciated, to participate, to belong,
to. have security of person.and property,, to have freedom of
belief and worship, and have the love and respect of his
fellow-man. Never in the history of man have these ifteradi-,

cable desires been fulfilled until the* advent of our new
humanistic concept. While not perfect, it is a closer
approximation than ever before, what was said by the soap-
box orator a gemration, ago, is now an accomplished fact.
To export the "show-how" of this new world is the task of
the private businessman; otherwise, he is derelict in his
responsibilities to his family, his country, and mankind.

Our system of capitalism can most effectively be explained'
by those who are using it, know it from experience, and know
of its value to man as an individual* Otherwise, our modern
capitalism will be completely misunderstood by people abroad
whose only prior experience has been with the ' "exploitive
capitalism" of the nineteenth century, with local money-
lenders, and capitalists who have never learned the value of
responsibl lity to the public in the use of capital, or with

'

those relatively few American companies that are still in-
clined to follow the easy trail of mere exploitation.
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Every company operating overseas, by sending abroad only per-
sonnel who have been trained in the fundamentals of American
capitalism and are capable of communicating them, has the
opportunity to further the acceptance of these concepts by
men and women in other parts of the world to use in their
own way5 in their own business and at their own discretion

.

A few experiments have been made in this direction -~ seminars
of company personnel at home and abroad have been highly
successful*

Collective bargaining, we have learned, can exist only in
the environment of political freedom* Where there isno in-
dividual liberty, there is no free trade-union movement either.
Every dictator, from left to ri#it, as ,a first step ih the
consolidation of power has sought to destroy free^trade unions.
And so we are' dedicated to freedom, not only political but
also economic, through a system of private enterprise. We
believe in free competition. * Ihe American private-enterprise
system, despite some defects, has achieved far greater results
for wage earners than any other social system in history.

C. AT THE COMMUNITY IEVEL.

(5) Be on the alert for Communist sympathizers in your community,
especially those who can mold youth or public opinion ....
Be as cautious in sponsoring movements as you would be in
signing a business contract. Look before you sign or join.

Find out from reputable sources, such as Counterattack, Alert ,

or the American legion about Communist sympathizers in the
entertainment field. When sure of the facts protest to
sponsors about such employment.

Identify public officials and policies displaying softness
towards Communism. Demand a more patriotic attitude.

Urge bookstores not tp feature books which aid Communism,
even though their authors may not be Party members.

Ask opinion-influencing media, siacli as newspapers, magazines,
and radio, to carry useful material on Communism. Praise
them when they do so.

Support organizations which are fighting Communist infiltra-
tion. Suggest that schools give students practice in parlia-
mentary law and practice, so that these students can run
their organizations and papers without Communist infiltration.

Be alert regarding Communist efforts to promote racial or
religious bigotry or to infiltrate minority groups.

Report evidence of espionage and sabotage to the P.B #I.
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Urge that schools and universities teach facts about Communism*

Give and get financial support for' competent private groups
fighting Communism*

D. AT THE INDIVIDUAL AMERICAN CITIZEN LEVEL*

ti

(10) While their motives are different, communists and criminals V^^rf
have many things in common — basically their actions spring \

from an utter contempt for the true principles of citizenship
as expressed in a society based on law and order.

f This contempt is nourished in America by the moral and physical \>^ a
weakness of some of our citizens . There are all too many in V
the United States who believe in surrendering a principle of
morality to the illusions of expediency* Where weakness pre-
vails — fear takes over — and fear can cause a citizen to
evade his duty*

i*

The rule of fear is the rule of tyrants. This is true whether **

it be a Communist dictator or a criminal overlord. There is v*

no basic moral difference in the tactics they use. The iron ^
fist of the Communist tyrant is often concealed by the velvet *

glove of so-called "peaceful coexistence." The machine gun
of the criminal overlord is also frequently hidden by the
cloak of apparent respectability*

KThe strength of our Nation lies in the hearts, minds and ^^
souls of all of us. As the nuclear age progresses, we will f

x *

be faced with problems even greater than those that confront
us today. We must firmly resolve to inspire, especially in
our youth, a strong faith in the moral and spiritual founda-
tions of our Nation. ''

We-shou-ld instill into our young people the spirit of patri- .> vt
*

otism ~ respect for the rights of others, interest in our ?
<t

Government and love of decency 7- .and *te best way to teach V

these principles to our sons and daughters is to lead the
way ourselves and to remember that young people will emu-
late that which impresses them most. **

f

'

We must teach our youth that although a man may be wealthy iP
in the world *s goods, he may be a pauper in integrity*

If we imbue our youth with reverence for their country and ^f
for freedom 1 s symbols and if we teach them through our own ^ . 1/
actions that their Nation should be in their hearts second

*

only to God, then — and only then — we will have developed
citizens who will never be engulfed in the quicksands of

"

crime and Communism, v
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Communism is a materialistic, enslaving atheistic evil* It
is impossible to compromise with that evil or with those who
knowingly support it, directly or indirectly*

Communism and belief in God cannot peacefully coexist because
God's truth is Communism's mortal enemy* Communists and
Communism are hostile to God. It is a battle between the
forces of God and the forces of evil in which there can be
no truce.

Here are seven basic points that every American citizen should
adopt in the fight against communism:

A-lert yourself to the true nature of Communism.

M-ake civic programs for social improvements your business.

E-xercise your right to votej elect representatives of integrity.

R-espect human — Communism and individual rights cannot co-exist.

I-nform yourself, Imow your* country — its history, traditions,
and heritage.

C-ombat public apathy toward Communism -~ indifference can be
fatal when national survival is at stake.

A-ttach bigotry and prejudice wherever they appearj justice for
all is the bulwark of democracy*

KNOW YOUR ENEMY"

(5) Subscribe to a good newsletter or magazine specialising on
Communist exposure which gives facts and suggestions on Com-
munism.

Read one or more books on Communism each month.

See that books and periodicals exposing Communism are in
school and public libraries.

Bring good lecturers to your community.

Ask opinion-influencing, media, such, as newspapers, magazines,
and radio, to carry useful material on Communism. Praise
them when they do so.

Be sure that your local bookstores feature good books expos-
ing Communism.
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Be on the alert for Communist sympathisers in your community,
especially those who can mold youth or public opinion. .

Be as cautious in sponsoring movements as you would be in
signing a business contract* Look before you sign or join.

Find out from reputable sources, such as Counterattack » Alert *

or the American Legion about Communist sympathizers in the
entertainment field* When sure of the facts protest to spon-
sors about such employment.

Identify public officials and policies displaying softness
towards Communism. Demand a more patriotic attitude*

Ask questions before you send your children to a college or
university* Avoid schools which tolerate pro-Communist pro-
fessors* Bring this subject up at alumni meetings* Find
out what is being taught in schools you support*

Have the courage to act in face of possible smears and slan-
der from Communist sympathizers. Support patriotic ex-Com-
munists who cooperate with the F.B.I.

Be alert regarding Communist efforts to promote racial or
religious bigotry or to infiltrate minority groups*

Check "peace" groups. Do they take the stard that Russia
is always right and we are always wrong?* . * Communists
are also promoting appeasement in the guise of peace.

Never use the term "Communist" loosely or inaccurately*
Misuse of the term only gains friends for Communism.

Consider anti-Communist action as your personal responsi-
bility. What is everybody *s business is often never done.
But organized efforts can be more effective and efficient.

Urge that schools and universities teach facts about Com-
munism.

Take a strong and informed interest in American foreign
policy*

Publicise activities of Communist fronts in your community*
Be sure of your facts. Get advice on libel.

Get the habit of writing to newspapers, magazines, and pub-
lic officials to protest aid to Communism. Praise sound
anti-Communist moves. Write at once: delayed letters are
^rarely written*

Demand enforcement of existing laws designed to control
Communism.

There must be increased interest and activity in all areas
of citizenship, and increased dedication to the general
welfare rather than to self-interest and the short-sighted
and selfish demands of pressure groups and blocs.
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There must be increased self-discipline in all segments of
our society and a recognition that every right is matched,,

with a corresponding obligation and responsibility*

* # * & x

The battle of the twentieth century is not for political
loyalty alonej it is a competition to fulfill men's hopes
for a better economic life -- something new in war. We
have left ii very largely to tiie government, not realising
that this is the battle of all our people and the Communists
move on all fronts at once. We. however- having reserved
certain powers for the free individual, sometimes forget
that each of us has a corresponding responsibility within
a responsible society*

##*##

Communism is a new kind of an enemy,; engaged in a new kind
of war, seeking a new kind of total victory* We have called
it "The Protracted Conflict." It is the victory of Totali-
tarianism — of ruthlessness which will liquidate not only
our institutions and our freedoms but the lives of millions
of Americans and other free people in the world. With
grafic demonstration of that kind of physical liquidation
a scant 100 miles from our shore in Cuba, it ought ultimately
'to begin to dawn upon us as to what the victory of Communist
Socialism involves for us#

Against this new enemy, engaged in this new warfare, seek-
ing this new total victory we must wage increasing conflicto

THE END
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